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DEDICATION 
We the graduating class of 1993, wish to dedicate our success to those 
special people who have supported and guided us through three of the most 
challenging years of our lives. With your guidance and support, we have 
finally achieved our desired goal. We now go forth, with confidence, to 
help our fellow man using the knowledge we have so gratefully received. 
Many heartfelt thanks to you all. 
Class of '93 
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Dear Graduates of 1993: 
On behalf of the Nursing Department, I wish to 
extend congratulations to the Graduating Class of 
1993. It is our hope that your clinical experiences 
at this hospital have been positive and that you will 
always remember the hospital motto, 'Health Care 
with a Touch of Grace'. 
You are entering challenging times where change 
in health care is inevitable. Nursing must play a vi-
tal role in identifying changes that will provide cost-
eff ective quality care that meets the patients' and 
the profession's expectations. This is the challenge 
I offer you as you enter your chosen profession. 
Best wishes for a happy and successful future. 
Louise Jones 
Assistant Executive Director 
Patient Care 
Dear Graduates: 
You must be excited now that your three year course 
of study has concluded. As a trained Nurse and " Grace ... 
Grad'', you will be entering the profession and a health 
care system which will witness unprecedented change 
and significant issues. 
I wish you God's blessing, wisdom and strength as 
you tackle the challenges of patient care and of change. 
I do this with the confidence that you possess the tools 
to make a significant contribution to your patients and 
in shaping the future of the Health Care system. 
Yours Sincerely, 
ROBERT WARD 
Major 
Executive Director 
A d"istinct pleasure each year "is to be able to congratulate 
a class on its wonderful achievement of becoming graduate 
Nurses. You have earned the right to stand tall and proclaim 
your success to your family and friends. You have gained 
the knowledge and expert"ise to make a valuable contribu-
tion to the health and the quality of life of many people I 
am sure that the past three years of Nursing education will 
have left an indelible imprint on your lives and I w"ish for 
each one of you a future of continued learning, caring and 
happiness. 
Dear Graduates of 1993; 
Congratulations on your Gradua-
tion from the Grace Hospital School 
of Nursing. The Nursing program 
you have just completed prepared 
you well for a professional career 
in Nursing, and "is a true test of the 
personal qualities needed for suc-
cess. 
Changes already evident in the 
health care system will bring inno-
vations in the delivery of health care 
and in the practice of Nursing. I am 
confident you will meet the chal-
lenges of change, and will make 
your own important contributions to 
improving the quality of care for 
those who need your professional 
skills. 
For each of you, I w"ish successful 
careers and happy lives. 
Rose M. Wheeler. 
Year 3 Co-ordinator 
Joan Dicker 
Director 
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OUR HOUSEMOTHERS 
MRS. DAWE 
MRS. REYNOLDS 
TO THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 1993, 
It is with pleasure that I extend to you my sin-
cere congratulations and best wishes for a long 
and successful career. 
VERNA CLOUSTON 
ACTING DIRECTOR 
NURSE'S RESIDENCE 
As we the class of 1993 bid fare well to our 
school, classmates, and instructors, there is a spe-
cial group of people we must acknowledge; OUR 
HOUSEMOTHERS (our mothers away from home). 
We send a sincere thank-you and heartfelt appre-
ciation for the past three years. 
MRS. GAUCI 
MRS. RICE 
THANK-YOU 
CLASS OF '93 
MRS. LOCKYEAR 
MRS. SMITH 
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KAREN LYNN ACREMAN 
BORN: CORNER .BROOK, NF., JUNE 10, 1970 
''The next best thing to trying and winning is trying and losing.'' 
My ambition is to obtain my BN and work up North. My pet peeves 
are 1900 admissions, residence phones, and tardiness. Favorite say-
ing: "Gloria, are you ready yet?" I cherish my good friends, family, 
and grad. ring. I thank my family and friends, especially Gloria and 
Kirk. 
ROBERT ANDREW ADAMS 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., SEPTEMBER 23, 1968 
"I think I will never see my taste and my wallet agree. "My ambition 
is to obtain my BN, and have a challenging career. Pet peeves in-
cluding changing hospital gowns with IV's and people who ask if 
I'm going to be a ''male nurse''. I cherish not having to live in res-
idence, my car, and home cooked meals. I'd like to thank all the 
people who helped me in these last 3 years, esp. my family and Mary 
for their patience and guidance. 
LESLEY DEE ANDERSON 
BORN: HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY, LAB., NOVEMBER 9, 1972 
''Sarcasm is the lowest form of wit. " My ambition is to work as a 
surgical nurse, and eventually become a killer whale trainer. I fear 
ending up in a nursing home cleaning teeth, and helping people to 
the bathroom. My pet peeves include 12 hr shifts, and air in IV tub-
ing. Favorite saying: "Now Auntie!!" I cherish my black band, grad. 
ring, "Puss" my cat, pianos, and being able to call home collect. 
I thank God, my family, Trevor, and classmates without whom I would 
not have succeeded. 
JUNE ELIZABETH BAKER 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., FEBRUARY 28, 1972 
''I am not afraid of tomorrow, I have seen yesterday, and I love to-
day.'' My ambition is to obtain my BN and practise Surgical nursing, 
but I fear being unemployed for the rest of my life. My pet peeves 
include 0600 vis, post-op checks, and 1900 admissions. Can often 
be heard saying ''Collect call from June.'' My prized possessions in-
clude my grad. ring, black band, and fond memories of the past 3 
years. I esp. cherish my Mom, Dad, Gordie, and Mark. I would like 
to thank my parents, Mark, my grandmother, and family and friends. 
DENISE MARILYN BARRETT 
BORN: CORNERBROOK, NF., JUNE 7, 1971 
"Today well lived, makes yesterday a dream of happiness, and to-
morrow a vision of hope.'' My ambition is to get a job in a psychiatric 
setting, and later obtain my BN. My pet peeves include 1900 ad-
missions, vitals and post-op baths. Favorite saying: "It's time to have 
a lunch." I cherish my grad. ring, black band, and memories of the 
past 3 years. Thanks to Mom and Dad, brother Stephen, fiance Cal-
vin, Nan, and family for their love and support. 
LAURA SHARON BECK 
BORN: ST. LAWRENCE, NF., SEPTEMBER 20, 1972 
"Happiness is doing with a smile what you have to do anyway." My 
ambition is to get a job and obtain my BN, but fear having to work 
at Lambe 's Take-out. Pet peeves include bedpans, post-op checks, 
and trying to sleep during the day. I'm always saying: "I can't wait 
to go home." I cherish my black band, grad. ring, and friendships 
made over the last 3 years. I would like to thank my parents, friends 
and family, esp. Todd, who gave much love and support. 
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JOANNE ELIZABETH BREEN 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., APRIL 24, 1963 
"Happiness comes.from my attitude, not from other people or from 
things." My ambition is to get my B.N.M.S.N. However, I'll probably 
end up owning a Tim Horton's franchise. My pet peeves are 7 o'clock 
admissions, no money, and fund raising. My favorite saying is ''When 
I get a life .•• "I cherish my family, friends, and my memories of 
the most challenging and rewarding 3 years of my life. I would like 
to thank my parents, Kelly, Karen, Tom and Yvonne, Anne and Da-
vid, and my buddy Bev. I couldn't have done it without you. 
DENISE BROWN 
BORN: LA SCIE, NF., FEBRUARY 21, 1964 
"Why do today what can be put off till tomorrow. " My ambition is 
to get my BN, to move to a warm country, and to work as a nurse. 
I cherish my days off, the friends I've made in the last 3 years, and 
my Black Manta. I would like to thank Mom and Dad, Roberto, my 
sisters, and my grandparents. 
KAREN MARILYN BROWN 
BORN: TORONTO, ONT., JANUARY 29, 1972 
"Don't look too far ahead, just take it one day at a time." My am-
bition is to obtain my B.N. and work as a nurse-practitioner or in 
patient teaching. My pet peeves are early morning suctioning, feed-
ing scrambled eggs to patients, and bossy people. I can often be heard 
saying "Laurie, how do you spell .. . ?"I cherish my black band, 
graduation ring and my Bible. I would like to thank my Mom and 
Dad, family and friends for their support, my boyfriend Brad for al-
ways being there, and God for His guidance. 
CORRINE CINDY BUSSEY 
BORN: MONTREAL, P.Q., JANUARY 18, 1969 
''Give me a place to stand and I shall move the earth. '' My ambition 
is to be Mel Gibson's private nurse! Pet peeves include attends, smok-
ing, and people spitting on the floor. Favorite saying: "Whatta ya' 
at, eh?" (The phone for me?!?) I cherish good friends, Tim Hortons ' 
P.B.C.C. cookies, naps, wake-up calls, and the phone. Thanks to 
Wanda, Grant, and my family and friends I've made during my train-
• ing. 
JOANNE RAE BUSSEY 
BORN: GANDER, NFLD., NOVEMBER 16, 1970 
''0 my soul, do not aspire to immortal life, but exhaust the limits 
of the possible" - Albert Camus. My ambition is to travel, eventually 
to get my BN, and travel some more. I cherish the friends I've made 
in the last 3 years and the memories they've given me. I'd like to 
thank Dad, Janie, Jake, Jeff and especially my Mom for always be-
lieving in me. 
BEVERLEY ANN BUTLER 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., JUNE 24, 1960 
"God grant me the serenity . • . " My ambition is to take each day 
as a new beginning, and to enrich myself with the opportunities it 
offers. My pet peeves are clocks that alarm at 0600 and not being 
able to sleep in on my days off. Favorite saying: "I'm not a morning 
person." I cherish my family, my friends, and my health. Heartfelt 
gratitude to my family, especially Greg, for their love and support. 
Special thanks to my son Geoffrey for his inspiration and understand-
ing. To my dear friend Joanne, it just wouldn't have been the same 
without you. 
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CONNIE MARIE BUTLER 
BORN: ST. MARY'S, NF., APRIL 1, 1971 
''No fame I crave before my eyes, a simple goal I keep; I hope 
just once before I die, I get sufficient sleep. " My ambition is to 
own a Senior Citizen's Complex. However, my probable fate is to 
work at the Janeway. My pet peeves are being awakened from sleep, 
and buzzer happy patients. I'm often heard saying ''Get a grip.'' 
My prized possessions include my black band, grad. ring and friend-
ships made over the past 3 years. I would like to thank Mom, Dad 
family and friends for all their love and support. 
LISA LUCY BUTLER 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., JULY 13, 1970 
''I am not afraid of tomorrow. I have seen yesterday and I love to-
day." My ambition i.s to work on a Medical unit, but I fear changing 
attends for the better part of my life. My pet peeves are pantyhose 
that aren't long enough, and charting vital signs. Favorite saying: 
''What break are you on?" I cheri.sh my black band, grad. ring, and 
all my friends on 5 floor. You guys know who you are. Special thanks 
to my family and friends for their patience over the past 3 years, 
especially my Mom who inspired me. 
TRACY LYNN BUTLER 
BORN: BONAVISTA, NF., AUGUST 10, 1971 
''Courage i.s the art of being the only one who knows you 're scared 
to death. " My ambition i.s to obtain my R.N.B.N. work in a sur-
gical area, and live a long, happy life. My pet peeves include do-
ing the circles, post-op checks, and clerks who don't get their orders 
co-signed. I cheri.sh my black .band, grad. ring. Special thanks to 
Mom and Dad for their love and support, Lewis and Gladys for 
their home cooked meals, and Glen whose love and support from 
afar kept me pushing onward. 
TINA COLLEEN COOPER 
BORN: GRANDBANK, NF., JANUARY 2, 1969 
"Living like there's no tomorrow means loving all you can today." 
My ambition is to become an Obstetrical or Surgical nurse. My pet 
peeve is suctioning. My prized possessions include my black band, 
grad. ring, memories of the past 3 years, and my 2 cats Candi and 
Daisy. I would like to thank Mom, Dad, Nicole, family, friends, and 
Rod for always being there, and giving me the love and support I 
needed. 
LORI DIANNE CRANFORD 
BORN: YORK, ONTARIO. DECEMBER 19, 1972 but now lives 
in Botwood 
"There is in each of us the strength to fly, the love to support us 
and the dream to make us try". My ambition is to work on Surgery 
or Medicine. My pet peeve is the CN bus and workshop weekends. 
Favourite saying "wanna go downtown?" I cherish the friends I've 
made over the past three years, my family and my father's calling 
card. I thank my family, friends and faculty for their words of en-
couragement and support. 
LISA MARY DA WE 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., MARCH 3, 1972 
"Moodiness is confusing to others, but it makes my everyday unique." 
My ambition is to find an 8 to 4, Monday to Friday job. My pet peeves 
are working weekends, and incontinence. Favorite saying: "I'll never 
make it through the day.'' I cherish my family and friends, and thank 
them for all their help over the last 3 years. 
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STEPHANIE ROSE DAY 
BORN: LUNENBURG, N.S., JANUARY 20, 1971 
"Worry, worry is my way. Will tomorrow be worse than today?" My 
ambition is to obtain my BN and eventually my Masters, and to some-
day teach nursing, but fear being unemployed. My pet peeves are 
weighing babies, vis, and admissions at end of shift. Favorite saying: 
''I'm some tired.'' I cherish the memories and friends I've made over 
the past 3 years. Thanks to Mom and Dad for their love, support, 
and money. My sister Wendy and fiance Danny for loving me through 
the good and bad times. Special thanks to 2 very special friends who 
helped me when I doubted I would make it: Cheryl and Ferne. 
GLENYS MARION DIAMOND 
BORN: CHANGE ISLANDS, NF., APRIL 10, 1970 
"Today is the tomorrow I worried about yesterday." My ambition 
is to work as a Surgical nurse, but fear working at the Janeway for-
ever. My pet peeves are post-op checks, working weekends, and be-
ing left alone in residence when all my friends go home. I cherish 
my black band, grad. ring, and all my friends. Special thanks to Mom, 
Dad, Calvin, John for their love and support. 
FERNE ELAINE DYKE 
BORN: BURIN, NF., MAY 23, 1971 
"Today is the tomorrow I worried about yesterday." My ambition 
is to get a job, eventually my BN, and earn lots of money. Pet peeves 
include getting meds. checked, residence rules, and missing meds. 
when they're due to be given. Favorite saying: "Oh my Lord, you 
can't be serious!'' I cherish my ring, black band, pin, and my crystal 
collection. I'd like to thank Mom and Ollie for your emotional and 
financial support, my family and friends, my Dad for watching over 
me, and Sheldon for all his love and numerous pep talks. 
JODINE RENEE GILL 
BORN: LABRADOR CITY, NF., FEBRUARY 28, 1971 
''You only live life once, so live each day to the fullest.'' My ambi-
tion is to get a full time job, and to no longer depend on my parents 
for financial support. My pet peeves are nursing jokes, and earning 
$1.40/hr. I can often be heard saying: "Dana, what time are we go-
ing to break?" I cherish my Mom and Dad, brother Blaine, friends 
and family, and thank them for their support and encouragement. 
''Loves y'all." 
LORI LYNETTE GREEN 
BORN: OLD PERLICAN, NF., AUGUST 9, 1970 
''No fame I crave, before my eyes a simple goal I keep; just once 
before I die, to get sufficient sleep!'' My ambition is to practise case-
room nursing. However, I'll probably end up the nurse on a Coast 
Guard Ship! My pet peeve is taking off Dr's orders. Favorite saying: 
"Collect call from Lori.'' I cherish my engagement ring, grad. ring, 
time spent with Wayne, my dogs Brandy and Buckle, and my Visa-
Gold. I'd like to thank Mom and Dad, my brother Robbie, my grand-
parents, and my friends for all their love and support. Special thanks 
to Wayne for his love and patience, and for always being there. 
BARBARA MICHELLE HORWOOD 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., AUGUST 5, 1969 
''I think I can, I know I can, but I know dam well I won't." My am-
bition is to graduate, and specialize in Pediatric nursing. My pet 
peeves include Group projects, and care plans! Favorite saying: "Are 
you serious?" I cherish my black band, grad. ring, and the friends 
and memories I have made over the last 3 years. Thanks to my f am-
ily, friends, and Vic for their love and encouragement which has 
helped me through it all. 
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LAURIE MARIE KEEPING 
BORN: GALT, ONT., DECEMBER 21, 1967 
"Quiet and shy she seems to be, just the opposite in reality. " My am-
bition is to work as a caseroom nurse, but fear doing a.m. assess-
ments in ICU forever. My pet peeve is working weekends. Favorite 
saying: "Collect from Laurie." I cherish my ring, black band, and 
July 23, 1993. I would like to thank my parents for always being 
there when I needed them. 
LORI ANN KELLY 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., NOVEMBER 4, 1967 
"The mind has many hearts, the heart but one." My ambition is to 
become employed and pay off my student loans. My pet peeves are 
catheter care, positional IV's, and care plans. My favorite saying is 
"I bombed that test. I just know it!" I cherish my memories of the 
past 3 years, my black band, and grad. ring. I would like to thank 
my parents and boyfriend Jeff for their support and understanding 
for the past 3 years. 
PAULETTE THERESA LANE 
BORN: TILTING, FOGO ISLAND, NF., OCTOBER 29, 1966 
''Be concerned about the future, you'll spend the rest of your life 
there.'' My ambition is to get a job for pay. My pet peeves include 
working weekend nights. Favorite saying: "Oh man!" I cherish my 
daughter Kayla. I want especially to thank Marlene, without whom 
I would never have made it, and Potts for being there. 
JACQUELINE LOIS (MANUEL) LEAR 
BORN: LABRADOR CITY, LABRADOR, MARCH 7, 1972 
"Work and worry have killed many so why take a chance." My am-
bition is to obtain my BN, and work with Public Health. My pet peeves 
are IV pumps that continue to beep for no apparent reason. Favorite 
saying: "Get out much?" I cherish my husband Ken, friends and me-
mories of the past 3 years. I would like to thank Ken, my parents, 
and my sister Ruth. 
DARLENE CATHERINE LESLIE 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., SEPTEMBER 28, 1970 
"Long ago there was a prophecy of something great to come . . . 
well, here I am!" My ambition is to get a real paycheck. My pet peeves 
are getting up early, Dr.s' messy handwriting, and 1900 admissions. 
Often heard saying "Wllat time are we getting off?" I cherish my 
stipend, long distance phone calls, vacation time, and being able 
to sleep in. Thanks to all my friends who understood, my family, and 
last but not least a certain someone who lives far away, but is always 
there when I need him. 
BEVERLEY HELEN LETHBRIDGE 
BORN: RODDICKTON, NF., DECEMBER 6, 1968 
"It's better to be short and shine than tall and cast a shadow." My 
ambition is to get out of school! My pet peeves are needle tops that 
don't come off, people who whine, a messy bathtub, wrinkles in the 
bedsheets, and when my services are unknowingly volunteered by 
others. My favorite saying is "Sure, I'll do that for you!" I cherish 
my husband Peter, family, friends, and my sewing machine. Thanks 
to my husband Peter for your support and encouragement. You have 
been my source of strength. I want to thank my parents and parents-
in-law for their love and support. 
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LORIE ANN LUNNEN 
BORN: GRANDFALLS, NF., JULY 6, 1971 
''That look of innocence is just a mask, but keeping it on is quite 
a task.'' My ambition is to obtain my BN, and enter the Occupational 
Health field, but fear being a permanent student. Pet peeves include 
post-op checks, getting meds. checked, and people who leave the toi-
let seat up. Favorite saying: "Hey by!" I cherish my brother Jeff, 
my Mom, Dad, sister, and my boyfriend Sean. Thanks to my parents, 
and Sean for their support and encouragement. 
DONNA LYNN MAVIN 
BORN: GRAND BANK, NF., MAY 18, 1969 
"A pleasant face, a winning smile, all in all, a friend worthwhile." 
My ambition is to practise Surgical nursing. My pet peeve is call bells. 
I cherish Mom and Dad, brother Greg, fiance Greg, and friends of 
the last 3 years. I would like to thank my family and Greg for their 
love and support during the last 3 years. 
LISA MARIE ·MERCER 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., SEPTEMBER 21, 1970 
"Remember that any dream is attainabl~ with a little help from fam-
ily and friends, and a whole lot of money from Mom and Dad. " My 
ambition is Pediatric or Surgical nursing, and to finally convince 
Derek to let me have 2 dogs. Favorite saying: "My nerves are shot!" 
My pet peeves include admissions, and 0600 worklists. I cherish Mom, 
Dad, Derek, Buddy, grad. ring, and memories of the past 3 years. 
Thank you Mom, Dad, Derek, and all my family for your support 
and encouragement. 
CAROL JANE MOORES 
BORN: GRANDFALLS, NF., OCTOBER 3, 1971 
''A dream that seems impossible can be achieved.'' My ambition i,s 
to pass my RN's, get a job, and live a fun filled life. Pet peeves are 
waiting, and clarifying orders. Favorite saying: "No kidding." I cher-
i,sh my grad. ring, black band, friends, and memories of the past 3 
years. I would like to thank Mom and Dad, family and friends for 
all your love, support, and encouragement! 
MELANIE GAIL NORMAN 
BORN: BAIE VERTE, NFLD, SEPTEMBER 13, 1971 
"The look of innocence i,s only ajest, she'sjust as bad as all the rest." 
My am bition i,s to obtain my BN, and get an 8 to 4 job, but fear being 
a permanent student. My pet peeves include line-ups and buzzers. 
Favorite saying: "Yeh right!" I cher-ish Rob, Mom and Dad, brother 
Robert, family, and friends made over the past 3 years, and would 
like to thank each of them for their support and encouragement. 
BARBARA JOAN (BURSEY) NORRIS 
BORN: CAPLIN COVE, NF., MARCH 16, 1960 · 
''Life must have a reason. Goals for which to strive." My ambition 
i,s to pass my RN's and pursue a career in Obstetrical nursing. My 
pet peeve is getting up early in the morning. Favorite saying: "I didn't 
know but that was fit to eat." I cher-ish my family, and my grad. ring. 
I would like to thank my husband Bruce, and our 2 children Sara 
and Steward. Through the good times and the bad times you were 
always there for me. Also, thanks go out to other family members 
for your help and support. 
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ANNA MARIE OLIVER 
BORN: OLD PERLICAN, NF., JANUARY 8, 1969 
''Inside school quiet and demure, outside school, we 're not so sure." 
My ambition is to obtain a happy and successful job and to one day 
obtain my BN. Pet peeves include 1900 admissions, unflagged Dr's 
orders, enemas, IV pumps that constantly beep. Often say: ''If I sur-
vive this, I'll survive anything!" I cherish my grad. ring, all of my 
special friends I have made over the past 3 years, and most of all, 
my black band. I'd like to extend a special thanks to my mother and 
father, and Chris. I'd also like to thank Bonnie, Pauline, Megan, 
Jerome, Paul. 
STEPHANIE DAWN PECKFORD 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., JULY 29, 1970 
''I know it all ... I just can't remember any of it.'' My ambition 
is to obtain my BN, and get a job. My pet peeves are IV flowsheets, 
and pantyhose. Favorite saying: "Anybody have any gum?" I cher-
ish my black band, grad. ring, and the friendships I have made over 
the past 3 years. I'd like to thank my family and friends for their 
love and support. Special thanks to Steve for always being there. 
GLORIA ANNETTA PENNEY 
BORN: TWILLINGATE, NF., JULY 23, 1968 
''Don't walk in front of me I may not follow. Don't walk behind me 
I may not lead. Just walk beside me and be my friend. "My ambition 
is to be first woman P.M. of Canada, and give every graduate of 93 
a job of their choice. My pet peeve is shave preps on 7 floor. Favorite 
saying: "I'm too sexy!'' I cherish good friends and great memories. 
Thanks to Mom and Dad, family, and friends, esp. Karen Acreman. 
GINA F. QUINN 
BORN: GRANDFALLS, NF., NOVEMBER 19, 1971 
"She's like a candle, she goes out every night." My ambition is to 
be a housewife with an education. Not! I'd like to be a highly spe-
cialized trauma nurse. My pet peeve is my Father's cliches for all 
occasions. Favorite saying: "YO what's up? Anything or nuttin?" I 
cherish the nights out with my nursing buddies, esp. the girls on 3 
floor. Thanks to Mom and Dad, and all of my crazy, wondeifulfriends. 
CINDY CORENA RUSSELL 
BORN: GANDER, NF., SEPTEMBER 11, 1971 
"If she's silent, she's only thinking of what to say next." My ambi-
tion is to obtain my BN, and practise Pediatric nursing. My pet peeves 
include getting meds checked, and care plans. I cherish my family, 
Dwight, and friends made over the past 3 years. 
KERRY JANE RUSSELL 
BORN: BONA VISTA, NF., NOVEMBER 6, 1968 
''Inside school, quiet and demure; Outside school, we 're not so sure.'' 
My ambition is to obtain my BN, and work 9 to 5. My pet peeve is 
working weekend nights. I cherish my son Ryan, my boyfriend Ron, 
and my best friend Tracy. I would like to thank my parents, my Grand-
mother, and my close friends. 
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GERALDINE MARIE RYALL 
BORN: ST. JOIJN'S, NF., JUNE 23, 1959 
"Patience is a tree whose root is bitter, but it's fruit is very sweet. " 
My ambition is to give all I have to the health and well-being of little 
children, and to live a long and happy life. However, I fear working 
nights in a nursing home. I'm often heard saying: "Holy jumpins!" 
I cherish my family and friends, black band, and grad. ring. I would 
like to thank my family and friends for being there, the instructors 
for their patience and guidance, and Dave who helped me through 
it all. 
ELIZABETH MAUDE SHEPPARD 
BORN: SPANIARD'S BAY, NF., MAY 21, 1970 
"No fame I crave before my eyes, a simple goal I keep; I hope just 
once before I die, I get sufficient sleep.'' My ambition is to become 
an O.R. or Surgical nurse, but I fear working on OBS forever. Pet 
peeves include being sent, post-op baths, and my alarm clock going 
off. Favorite saying: "Get a life." I cherish my black band, grad. 
ring, car, and all the friends I've made in nursing school. I'd like 
to thank Mom, Dad, family, and friends for their love and support, 
and Rodney for listening and putting up with me over the last 3 years. 
CHERYL S. SMITH 
BORN: RED HARBOUR, NFLD, NOVEMBER 21, 1972 
"If you think you are outclassed, you are ~ . . you've got to think 
high to rise." My ambition is to get my RN and ajob, Probable fate: 
Unemployed in Red Harbour forever. Pet Peeves: mixing IV meds, 
orders not signed, IV flow sheets, and vitals. Favourite saying: "That's 
just fine" I cherish and thank my family and friends - Nan and Pop 
Senior for their calls and support, Nan Smith, Joan, Brenda and 
Momma. A special thank you to Mom, Dad, Lisa and Greg and espe-
cially Rex. Your love and guidance made my dream come true. 
KRISTA MARIE SMITH 
BORN: COME-BY-CHANCE, NFLD., AUGUST 22, 1972 
''In life there are no strangers, only friends we have not met''. My 
ambition is to become a Public Health nurse, but fear working on 
a psychiatric unit forever. My pet peeves are alarm clocks that buzz 
at 0630 hrs. My favourite saying: ''Collect from Krista'' I cherish 
my grad ring and the friends made over the past three years. Special 
thanks to Mom, Dad, family, friends and Cory for all their love and 
support. 
ANNETTE STELLA STAGG 
BORN: BONAVISTA, NF., APRIL 1, 1972 
"Live for today, worry about tomorrow when it comes. "My ambition 
is to get a job! Later, to obtain my BN. My pet peeves are residence 
and buzzers ringing when you're busy. Favorite saying: ''Gone mad!'' 
My prized possessions include my black band, my loving parents, my 
brother Chad, and especially Eddie. Thanks to my family, friends 
. • • "I would never have made it without you. " 
ANDREW DALE STUCK.LESS 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., NOVEMBER 2, 1962 
''If Life's a highway, why do I feel like a hitch-hiker?'' My ambition 
is to be the Grace Residence first Housefather. Pet peeves: small minds 
and stupid questions. Favourite saying: "This is Newfoundland, not 
Disneyland''. Thanks to my wife, Beverly, for keeping the home fire 
burning. Also thanks to my family and friends for the encourage-
ment along the long and bumpy road, and to U.I. C. for paving it 
smoother, and Dali, the ultimate chili dog. 
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BONITA LUCY TEMPLEMAN 
BORN: BONAVISTA, JANUARY 5, 1972 
"I was born silly and now I'm in a relapse". My ambition is to work 
on E.N. T. andf1trther my education but fear being in nursing school 
permanently. " My pet peeves include, being sent, call bells and ad-
missions after 1900 hrs. My favourite saying: "Have you started stu-
dying yet?" I cherish my black band, grad ring and all my friends 
on 4th floor. I wish to thank my parents, grandparents, Aunt Lucy, 
and especially Kevin who has been there to help me through the rough 
times. 
RHONDA GAIL THORNHILL 
BORN: BUCHANS, NF., MAY 18, 1972 
"Her thoughts are many, her words are few; she appeared to be shy, 
but then, who knew?" My ambition is to practise caseroom or sur-
gical nursing. My pet peeve is doing paper work. I can usually be 
heard saying: "ls that true?" I will always cherish my black band, 
family, friends, and my fiance Terrence. Thanks to Mom, Dad, my 
family, Terrence for their love, prayers, encouragement, and faith 
in me. I couldn't have made it without you! 
LISA F. TOBIN 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., NOVEMBER 28, 1967 
My motto is to drive safely so my licenc~ expires before I do. My am-
bition is to finish school and get a paying job. My pet peeve is some-
one parking in my spot on the doorstep. I'm often heard saying: "No 
I can't go, I'm going to my cabin. " I cherish my 14 year old yellow 
Toyota, and my cabin. Thanks to my parents, family, friends, and 
Patrick for their support and patience in helping me to get through 
the last 3 years. 
CAROLYN (STRICKLAND) TURNER 
BORN: HALIFAX, N.S. , APRIL 28, 1971 
"First deseroe and then desire." My ambition is to do OR nursing, 
and obtain my BN. Pet peeves include post-op checks, andfoley cath-
eters. Favorite saying: "What's up?" I cherish my black band, my 
grad. ring, and my friends of the last 3 years. I'd like to thank my 
husband Sydney for his patience and understanding over the last year. 
Also, thanks to my grandparents, and mother for their endless support. 
CYNTHIA ELIZABETH UPSHALL 
BORN: LITTLE HARBOUR EAST, P.B., DECEMBER 5, 1972 
" I can't, has never accomplished anything. I'll try, has worked mir-
acles". My ambition is to pursue a career in Intensive Care Nursing 
(somewhere in N.S.), yet I fear my probable fate is to never find a 
job. My pet peeves include: certain Dr's handwriting, 1900 admis-
sions and infiltrated ilv's. Favourite saying: "Go on". I cherish my 
black band, grad ring, car and friends I've made in the past three 
years. Special thanks to mom, dad and sister for all their love and 
support. Kerry for his love from afar, and to family and friends for 
being there. I couldn't have made it without you! 
WANDA JOANNE VEY 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., DECEMBER 20, 1971 
''Today, well lived, makes yesterday a dream of happiness, and to-
morrow a vision of hope." My ambition is to obtain my RN, BN, HOW-
EVER, If ear being coerced into Obstetrical nursing for the rest of 
my career. My pet peeves include post-op checks, being sent, and 
illegible handwriting. I'm always saying: "Knock on wood!" I will 
forever cherish my grad. ring, black band, and a lifetime of memo-
ries made along the way, esp. with the affiliates on 3 floor. I would 
like to thank Mom and Dad, family and friends for their love and 
support. 
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DANA SUZANNE (PITCHER) VIGUERS 
BORN: SYDNEY,. N.S., DECEMBER 12, 1970 
''If one gains knowledge through suffering, I must have learned a 
lot in 3 years." My ambition is to work in the caseroom or OBS, and 
eventually obtain my BN. My pet peeves are alarm clocks, attends, 
and studying. Favorite saying: "When's break?" I cherish the new 
friends I've made, my family, and my blue band that will soon be 
black. I'd like to extend a special thank you to all of those friends 
and family who have encouraged me in the last 3 years. Thanks to 
Tracey, Renee, Launa, and Mom and Dad. Thank you Doug and 
Jenna for loving me through it all. 
LAUNA MICHELE WAKELIN 
BORN: GRANDFALLS, NF., FEBRUARY 1, 1971 
"I want nothing for myself, just a tall, dark, handsome son-in-law 
for my parents.'' My ambition is to become a midwife, and work in 
the caseroom. Pet peeves include Dr's handwriting, and orders that 
aren't co-signed. Favorite saying: "Have you started studying yet?" 
I cherish the good friends made in the last 3 years, my niece Rianna, 
my family, my black band, and my grad. ring. Thank you Mom and 
Dad for being there, my sisters Lori, Lynn, and Lisa, and my good 
friends Dana, Kim, and Scott for all your support. 
ANITA JOAN WILLIAMS 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., JULY 31, 1969 
''Courage is the art of being the only one who knows you're scared 
to death." My ambition lies in the Caseroom or the O.R., and to be-
come rich! Probable fate: to work in an old age home doing bed-
baths for the full 12 hours! Pet peeves include post-op checks, and 
being sent. Favorite saying: "Yes child!" I cherish my black band, 
my ring, and all the close friends I've made in nursing school. Thanks 
to Mom and Dad, my family, and my friends Yvonne, Tina, and Pam. 
Without their love and encouragement, I would not be where I am 
today. 
HEATHER GAYLE WOODLAND 
BORN: J.P.M.H., GANDER, NF., JANUARY 26, 1969 
"No fame I crave before my eyes; a simple goal I keep; just once 
before I die, to get sufficient sleep!" My ambition is to travel, work 
in Geriatrics, and obtain my BN. My pet peeve is waiting . • . for 
anything! Favorite saying: "I'm some tired. I think I need a nap!" 
I cherish my grad. ring, black band, memories of nursing school, 
and my little red car! I would like to thank Mom and Dad who made 
it possible for me to come to nursing school, my family and friends, 
and special thanks to Brian and Chelsea. 
SUSAN BETH YETMAN 
BORN: ST. JOHN'S, NF., FEBRUARY 25, 1971 
"Worry, worry is her way . .. will tomorrow be worse than today." 
My ambition is to obtain my BN and to work as a Psychiatric nurse. 
My pet peeve is post-op checks. I'm often heard to say: "Have you 
started studying yet?" I cherish my family, Terry, and friends and 
memories of the past 3 years. Thanks to Terry for all of your support 
and understanding over the past 3 years. 
ANDREA JUDITH· DROVER 
BORN: UPPER ISLAND COVE, NF., FEBRUARY 25, 1968 
"Of all the things I ever lost, I miss my mind the most. " My ambition 
is to obtain my BN and get my own credit card, but fear having all 
my clothes repossessed. My pet peeves are 1900 hr admissions, and 
buzzer happy patients. My favorite saying is ''Three more sleeps and 
I'm going home." I cherish my black band and grad. ring. I would 
like to thank all the friends from the past 3 years. Thanks to Mom, 
John, and Adam for their support. Special thanks to Wendell and 
his family for all their love and patience. 
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MARINA ANNE WHITEHORNE 
BORN: GANDER, NF., JULY 17, 1966 
"Her thoughts are many, her words are few; her eyes hold secrets 
unknown to me or you." My ambition is to work in a tropical place. 
Pet peeves include slow drivers, line-ups, and cluttered overbed ta-
bles. I cherish memories of my Mother, friends, and my family. I would 
like to thank my Father for his patience, support, and all those home 
cooked meals, my sister Tracy for her encouragement, and my friends 
who have always been there. 
RegretfuHy, pictures and biographies were not availabl.e for the following class~s: 
TERRY ADEY 
SHAWN COOPER 
LISA ROSADO 
Just Let Me Ask You Nurse 
(A six year old to his nurse) 
There's something I want to ask you nurse 
Something I'd like to know 
Are you really glad you are a nurse? 
Answer me before you go 
There's many things I've wondered about 
Since I've been in this bed 
Like why can't I get up and play 
The same as my brother, Ned? 
I've wondered about you too nurse 
ls it sad to see someone die? 
And how do you know what to say 
When mom asks you "Why"? 
There's so many, many others here 
That I just can't see 
How you always manage a special smil.e for me 
But most important I've got to ask 
Do you always dress in white? 
But, please don't ever change that nurse, 
The color seems just right 
You really do keep clean, 
With all the things you do 
Why, Ma, she'd be proud to have a kid like you 
Just let me ask you nurse 
Where do all the pills come from? 
And how do you know when you 're to get some 
How come you don't give them all at once 
Sure save time you know 
Maybe than we'd have more time to talk, 
At night before you go 
you always seem to know when I'm feeling at 
my worst 
you know if I weren't a boy 
I'd want to be a nurse 
You must be in a hurry though. 
But you never 'pear to be. 
I'm really glad you have spent this time with me. 
I won't ask you any more questions Nurse, 
I'm sorta tired tonight. 
My tummy feels real funny. 
And my head just don't feel right. 
But before you slip so quietly out. 
And tum the lights down low. 
Would you stay here nurse. 
While I say my prayers before you go. 
And just let me ask you this, nurse 
Before I shut my eyes, 
Do you ever get two big tears, 
In yours before a person dies? 
Your eyes look kinda wet to me, 
But I can't imagine why, 
There ain't a reason in this world 
Why you should want to cry. 
Mama keeps telling me I'll soon be well, 
But I don't think it's true, 
But don't worry nurse • • • 
When I get to heaven, I'll save a place for YOU! 
Unknown Author 
ENTER TO LEARN 
GO FORTH TO SERVE 
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Colleen Andrews 
Cynthia Anstey 
Sharon Anthony 
Sandra Antle 
Rejean Ashford 
Vanessa Boyde 
,. Brian Budden 
Andrea Butler 
No Photo Jo-Ann Butt 
Available Rolanda Cabot 
Gail Carew 
Elizabeth Cassell 
Patricia Cluett 
Jeanette Dalton 
Buffi Davis 
Joyce Davis 
Tanya Decker 
Rochelle Finn 
Kimberly Ford 
Traci Foss 
Dorothy Gidge 
Sandra Goodland 
Shirley Gosse 
Ethel Gould 
. ::::: .... 
,.. 
Stephanie Haines 
Denise Hewitt 
No Photo Peggi Hill 
Available Reba Hillier 
Kelly Hynes 
Joann Jenson 
,. Linda Johnson 
Kimberly Jones 
No Photo Debra Kean 
Available Colleen Keefe 
? Janice King 
J Michelle Leonard 
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No Photo 
Available 
,. 
Maria Lewis 
Rosarie Lewis 
No Photo Pamela Loder Available Susan Long 
David Melindy 
Aileen Moulton 
Sherry Mulford 
Seandelle Oates 
Jocelyn O'Brien 
Elaine Patten 
Tina Peckford 
Brenda Power 
Kimberly Power 
Michelle Power 
Renee Pynn 
Josephine Quinton 
Lori Reid 
Renee Rice 
,. Tracey Rice 
Carlotta Manning 
No Photo Suzanne Ross 
Available Kenneth Samson 
Anita Shugarue 
.. Shelley Slade 
Judy Smart 
JoAnne Smith 
Sharon Smith 
Sonya Smith 
Sherry Squires 
Tracey Stoodley 
Renate Wahrenburg 
Teena Waiford 
Plrista Wells 
Lori Anne Wheeler 
Lisa Woodruff 
Wanda Young 
''GOOD LUCK AND BEST WISHES 
IN YOUR INTERNE YEAR'' 
CLASS OF '93 
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Tracy Allen 
Joy Banfield 
Lori Barbour 
Kim Bennett 
Nicole Blagdon 
Heather Brown 
Lenore Burt 
Joanne Bussey 
Tina Caddigan 
Sandra Chapman 
Shelia Clarke 
Barbara Cole 
Trudy Crane 
Natasha Critch 
Christine Crocker 
Dawn Cumben 
Earl Dalton 
Eugenia Deveraux 
Ted Downey 
Patricia Doyle 
Bill Dunne 
Wanda Dwyer 
Connie Dykstra 
Charlene Fahey 
Elaine Fewer 
Steve Finch 
Lori Freake 
Tammy Gray 
John Harte 
Cathy Hillier 
Sherry Keats 
Laurie Kieley 
Melanie Kinden 
Christa Lester 
Cathy Little 
Tammy Little 
,.. 
No Photo 
Available 
... 
Denise Lundrigan 
Sharon Lundrigan 
Tina Luter 
Kimberley March 
Denise Michelin 
Valeria Miller 
Joanne Mills 
Heather Moody 
Jennifer Mugford 
Leigh Anne Murray 
Dan Murray 
Bobby Normore 
Randolph Nugent 
Jackie O'Brien 
Linda O'Leary 
Lisa O'Rielly 
Lori Lee Oldford 
Alice Paul 
Brenda Power 
Paula Power 
Colleen Roberts 
Erika Salter 
Nicole Sibley 
Zena Smith 
Jennifer Snow 
Rhonda Spuroey 
Duane Stockley 
Colleen Stokes 
Michelle Stratton 
Kitty Stuckless 
Louise Summers 
Cathy Taylor 
Barbara Tizzard 
Sherry Turnbull 
Jennifer Upshall 
Mary Varughese 
Trena Warren 
Todd Warren 
Tracy Woodland 
"CONGRATULATIONS ON COMPLETING FIRST YEAR, 
GOOD L·ucK AND BEST WISHES IN YEAR TWO.'' 
CLASS OF '93 
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The Ten Commandments of Nursing 
1. Study Well - Knowledge enables a nurse to work intelligently. 
2. Have Initiative -- Ruts often deepen into grooves. 
3. Be Exact -- Slipshod methods bring slipshod results. 
4. Love your Work - Then you will find pleasure in mastering all. 
5. Cultivate Personality -- Personality is to a nurse what perfume 
is to the flower. 
6. Help and care for Others -- The real test of nursing Greatness 
lies beyond the little things. 
7. Have the Spirit of Conquest -- Then you can successfully over-
come difficulties. 
8. Efficiency -- Brings Satisfaction. 
9. Tactfulness -- Accounts for good results. 
10. Anything that is worth doing is worth doing well. 
40 
NURSE 
A nurse's job is broken up into short 
segments and small acts: 
medication given, temperature taken 
a cup of cold water, a pillow fluffed, 
a chart signed, steps turned into miles. 
Years of training, hours of studying, 
• • • prepanng you to minister 
to the comfort and well being of others. 
So, each time you smile encouragement, 
rub an aching back, change the sheets on a bed, 
answer a cry for help • • • 
J:lemember, 
the kingdom of Heaven is measured in little things. 
And for any act of mercy, kindness or compassion 
Small though it may seem 
the Father smiles on you. 
Judith Gooding 

THIRD 
FLOOR 
''I didn't get 
caught, did I?'' 
''This is not a good 
time for me. " "Life dull on 3rd floor; never!" 
-
''W'ho said maturity comes 
with age?" 
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"Could this be love?" 
"Just doing the female bonding thing!" 
"W'here 's the party?" 
''J t . us trying 
myself' 
to beautify 
1 
' 'I'm ready 
anything" 
for 
' '0.K. Just one picture if 
you must'' 
''One final curl'' 
''I wasn't expecting company'' 
"A chorus line!?" 
"We scheme 
well 
together" 
"My day has come" 
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FOURTH FLOOR . 
''Picture now • 
serious!'' 
44 
• • 
I 
~~ 
You're not 
"Wet nose • • • warm heart!'' 
''Girls just wanna go shopping . • • NOT!" 
"Look, I said don't take my picture. 
Bonita stop laughing!'' 
"It's time to get down 
babe!" 
"I love attention" 
''Hit it ladies!'' 
"I'm too sexy" 
"Two hip chics" 
"Awesome adventure!" 
''Six to beam aboard Scotty!'' 
''Do you have a problem with 
my uniqueness?" 
''I'm bashful, really I am!'' 
"Hi Chelsea, sure do miss you" 
"I know I should be studying, but ... " 
45 
FIFTH 
~~-l or what? Am I beautiJ" 
I break for p hone calls! 
I was 
when? 
FLOOR 
supposed to work 
uo' and ready to e • All dressed up 
"' ~Lt.. 
, k honest I am. I'm awa e, 
I just 
, I come. tore here Corners 
k ·me' LLLove brea ti . 
Oh my nerves are shot! 
Excuse me darling while I wash 
my face. 
Am I underdressed? 
Glamour Gals! 
I thought that door was locked! 
Bottoms up! 
0 
Cough it up I said. 
A womans work is never done. 
Get out! and turn that light off! 
47 
LIVING OUT 

50 
REMEMBER WHEN: 
Karen Acreman got asked out by a very interesting entertainer peiforming at the Cornerstone. 
Robert Adams, in front of Dr. Hanna, put on a Sofra-tulle dressing without first removing the wrapper. 
Leslie Anderson couldn't get home. 
June Baker thought her slumped over patient was having an M.l. when he was really using the urinal. 
Denise Barrett hobbled through 2nd year with a bunny boot. 
Laura Beck was caught sleepwalking into a wrong room on her return trip from the washroom. 
Joanne Breen washed a wooden leg on ENT in 2nd year (and didn't realize it). 
Denise Brown had a surprise admission at 1900 hr. on ENT. 
Karen Brown didn't worry about anything. 
Corrine Bussey locked 2 sets of narcotic keys in the narcotic drawer with one set still around her neck. 
Joanne Bussey was in search of a patient's missing headband and had to go fishing in the toilet amongst an 
expelled enema to reach the lost treasure. 
Connie Butler sent a doctor flying with an IV pole. 
Lisa Butler removed "ell" staples instead of "alt" staples and had to call Dr. Blackwood at home and explain. 
Shawn Cooper, after an eventful evening, put fries in the oven on 6th and decided to nap! 
Tina Cooper gave us all a tour of a milk factory. 
Lori Cranford requested that the siderails be up on her deceased patient. 
Lisa Dawe mourned the loss of her dog for 3 days and brought its picture to work. 
Stephanie Day gave a Doctor in the caseroom a footstool to sit on instead of a chair. 
Glenys Diamond inspired an Army Officer during the Red Shield Appeal. 
Andrea Drover didn't show up for work because she was 'around the bay' and her car broke down while scrambl-
ing to make it back. 
Ferne Dyke got lost on orientation at the Janeway. 
Jodine Gill got 'un-passed' for shaving male patients (when her patient had shaved himself). 
Lori Green had a friend with a major illness in every class. 
Barbara Ho~ood got attacked by a confused patient in ICU, who pulled the 02 setup from the wall and turned 
it on her like a gun. 
Lori Kelly asked a patient with a colostomy, if she had moved her bowels. 
Darlene Leslie didn't complain when we got out of class late. 
Lori-Ann Lunnen wasn't at the Cornerstone. 
Carol Moores got attacked by a tub handle while working on Medicine and spent 3 hours in emergency and 
got 2 days off work. 
Melanie Norman brought 2 slips to X-Ray and forgot the patients. 
Joan Norris offered a patient a urinal when he had a Foley catheter. 
Anna Oliver got caught sucking out the middle of a Boston cream donut while sitting on the desk, when the 
nursing superoisor walked by. 
Tracy Pardy, after witnessing childbirth, excitedly popped her noodles in the microwave without water and almost 
torched the place! 
Stephanie Peckford, when asked during Orientation "Where is the 02?" replied quite convincingly, "In the air". 
Gloria Penney let a N.I. working nights, sleep during the day. 
Gina Quinn cleaned her room!! 
L isa Rosade came to class. 
Kerry Russell discontinued a blood transfusion, forgot to clamp the tubing, and thought her patient was bleeding 
to death. 
Elizabeth Sheppard had difficulty palpating the pedal pulses on an artificial leg!! 
Cheryl Smith was reported lost by her boyfriend's mother and the Police found her working at the Waterford. 
Krista Smith flooded ICU at the Janeway by misjudging the portable tub drain hole with the bucket. 
Annette Stagg was in OPD and paged a client in the waiting room only to find out it was a co-worker. 
Andrew Stuckless took off to the Nursery to record the fetal heart rate on the baby's chart (The baby wasn't even 
born yet!) 
Bonita Templeman put a hot compress on a man's hand without taking off the outerwrap. 
R honda Thornhill thought she sent home the wrong baby with the wrong mother on OBS. 
Lisa Tobin gave a post-op bath (and had to leave the room!) 
Cynthia Upshall got engaged. 
J oanne Vey tried to listen for N/G placement without a stethoscope. 
Dana Vigue rs told a very neroous patient that she was going to take out her staples for practise! 
Launa Wakelin worked on a wrong unit for the entire day. 
Anne Whitehorne had lots to say. 
Anita Williams answered a call from Dr. Hanna and said "I'm sorry Dr. Hanna's not here!" He replied, "This 
is Dr. Hanna!" 
Gayle Woodland said to a patient in OPD, "My your leg feels swollen". 
He replied, "No, my dear, that's an artificial leg". 
Susan Yetman didn't call back to make sure her meds were given. 
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• ' * t • 
"Oh, what's that smell" "For me!!" 
"These aren't Huggies" 
"I feel that beat" "It can't be only 3 am mom" 
''WHEN WE WERE YOUNG '' • • • 
"A hockey player, just for 
me'' 
"Duh!, is this a real party?" "Ah! You shouldn't have!" "A cake! For me!" 
"Pick me up please" 
''Control yourselves ladies'' "Rub a Dub Dub!" 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
"02 2L via NIP please!" , 
Cynthia Up1hall 
Robert Adam1 
Joanne Breen 
Rhonda ThornhUl 
Beverly Lethbridge 
Stephanie Peckford 
Annette Stagg 
Lori Kelly 
Launa Wakelin 
Gina Quinn 
"Grub time!" 
"Don't leave me like this Mom!" 
. ~'"' ,~·· 
~--m~ 
"Do you mind! I'm topless!" 
"He, He, He! I'll be back!" 
"Kindergarten grad" "To battle the elements" 
't 
.. 
... 
"Curly locks" 
29 
''Piano woman'' 
"I'm a little June bug!" "Presents now!" 
"Let me out" "Life's a beach" 
11. Jodine Gill 
12. Lesley Anderson 
13. Laura Beck 
14. Andrew Stuckless 
15. Lori Cranford 
16. Laurie Keeping 
17. Tracey Pardy 
18. Joanne Vey 
19. Darlene Leslie 
20. Gayle Woodland 
21. Karen Acreman 
"I'm busy" 
22. Lisa Butler 
23. Jackie Lear 
24. Lorie Ann Lunnen 
25. Corrine Bussey 
26. Donna Mavin 
27. Bev Butler 
28. Denise Brown 
29. Krista Smith 
30. June Baker 
31. Dana Viguers 
32. Denise Barrett 
"Where's Calvin?" 
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• 
• 
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SOMETHING NEW ..• 
SOMETHING OLD 
I am a yearbook 
I 
• 
I make no pretence for great literary worth 
Of times I am belittled, 
And I will be the butt of later-life jokes 
Because some things written on my pages 
Will seem childish 
When read again with older eyes 
But at this moment, they are part 
Of a life we know and love. 
• 
The unshielded phrases of youth may mar my pages, 
But I know my strength; 
I know my place; 
I will be succeeded time and again 
But I can never be replaced, 
Because I hold all the memories of this small place, 
Some day, I will be taken down from the shelf, 
The dust will be blown from my covers, 
And the curious eyes of eager childhood, 
Will scan my pages for a loved face. 
Nothing born of love really dies 
And I was created with infinite care, 
By the young people who loved this school 
And all that it stands for, 
Who believed that all that happened here 
ls worth remembering 
ls worth recording 
On the pages of this dusty old book. 
• 
• 
• • 
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OUR 
NURSE INTERNE DAYS 
AUGUST 23, 1992 - JULY 23, 1993 
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"Everything is fun until someone loses an 
eye." 
I'll just push this in here and nobody will find 
me! 
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'' 
Last one, then I can go! 
"Bunch for a Munch!" 
w~-~:w '.:""'-"'3'<:W1Wt'=--~-·,,,~,," 
}f:· 
Just relax and take a deep breath! 
f ' 
.. , 
.. 
"Prepared for Grad '92" 
-;1'; 
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} 
Did you say that was the nursing superoisor? 
I'm sorry but I am only able to do three 
things at once! 
t~ :.:::::=:. , 
·:··· . 
' 
Was I supposed to get that checked? 
You thought that I couldn't do 
this, didn't you! Ha! Ha! 
I need coffee, NOW! 
Did you say you were letting us 
off early? 
.·::: 
Just tending to the sick. 
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Ha Ha! I told you to always keep gloves 
in your pockets! 
I don't see air bubbles; do you see air 
bubbles? 
Contemplating my next nursing interven-
tion; Shh! 
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My favorite task of the day, 
Not! 
Smelly job! 
All scrubbed, and no place to 
go 
Play therapy specialist. 
r . 
I 
What do you mean her consent 
was not s'igned?!! 
Maybe I shouldn't have gone out again 
last night! 
Hurry! Hurry! Got lots to do! 
Please tell me it's later than 1330 
hrs! 
He doesn't have a heplok, does he? 
I can't believe I just tried to do a fetal 
heartbeat on a post partum patient! 
Don't I still look "grreat" after 
three twelve hour shifts! 
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Am I photogenic or what? 
Can you believe it's 1700 hrs and I have 
absolutely no charting done! 
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Well no, I didn't know he was supposed to go to the OR 
today?! 
Very hard at work. 
Please tell me that I gave that 0800 insulin?! 
r\ ~f 
) 
Come on gal, Let's do that chore. 
Are you still following me? 
Please help me make it until 1930 hrs. 
-------
\ 
Should I, or should I not!? 
·~, 
Come on babe, let me fire you up. 
We're having fun now! 
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You 're gonna feel just a little prick for a moment! . Help with all these meds please! 
I 
l 
J 
I've fallen and I can't get up. 
"Don't I look amused!" 
"I'm just having a "terrific day". 
":· 
+ 
· ··::::.::-
"Are you speaking to me?" It won't hurt a bit! 
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A NURSES PRAYER 
Lord Jesus, when you were on earth, you healed all those who had need of healing. 
Help me always to remember that you have honoured me by giving me the task of continu-
ing your healing work. 
Give me skill in my mind, gentleness on my hands, and sympathy in my heart. 
Help me always to remember that often when people come to me, they are frightened and 
neroous, and help me always to try to bring to them, not only healing for their bodies, 
but also calm to their minds. 
Make me patient yet firm with the foolish malingerer who wastes my time. 
When I must tell people that there is nothing that human skill or hands can do for them, 
give me a wise gentleness to break the news to them. 
Help me never to lose the thrill of bringing new life into the world, and never to become 
callous to the pathos of the parting of death. 
Give me something of your skill to heal men's diseases to ease men's pains, and to bring 
peace to men's troubled minds. 
This I ask for your love's sake. AMEN 
• 
• 
• • 
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CAN YOU IMAGINE? 
Karen Acreman not knowing how to dance. 
Robert Adams without gum and coffee. 
Leslie Anderson with short hair. 
June Baker without her crystal collection. 
Denise Barrett not going home on weekends. 
Laura Beck not asking questions. 
Joanne Breen without a Tim Horton's coffee. 
Denise Brown letting anyone push her around. 
Karen Brown not studying, and studying, and studying .. . ! 
Corrine Bussey settling down. 
Joanne Bussey • . . married? 
Beverley Butler sitting in a chair and being able to touch her feet to the floor. 
Connie Butler without a smoke. 
Lisa Butler not smiling. 
Shawn Cooper saying goodbye. 
Tina Cooper without a story to tell. 
Lori Cran/ ord if they closed downtown. 
Lisa Dawe not complaining. 
Stephanie Day not studying 7 days a week. 
Glenys Diamond being loud and obnoxious. 
Andrea Drover not living in residence. 
Ferne Dyke not being in a tizzy. 
Jodine Gill not being able to talk. 
Lori Green not having a suntan. 
Barbara Honvood not cross-stitching anymore. 
Laurie Keeping raising her voice. 
Lori Kelly without her cowboy boots. 
Paulette Lane not having her own point of view. 
Jackie Lear without Kenny. 
Darlene Leslie not complaining. 
Beverley Lethbridge being sarcastic or rude. 
LorieAnn Lunnen without red lipstick. 
Donna Mavin with the other 3 musketeers. 
Lisa Mercer with a hair out of place. 
Carol Moores not being convinced she's going to fail. 
Melanie Norman smiling. 
Joan Norris not working on OBS. 
Anna Oliver not saying "My God, I'm froze to deat"! 
Tracy Pardy not being in love. 
Stephanie Peckford not being late for class. 
Gloria Penney not being "too sexy"! 
Gina Quinn with a steady boyfriend. 
LuaRmadonot~~esmob~ 
Cindy Russell in Law Enforcement. 
Kerry Russell without a White Russian. 
Geraldine Ryall not eating popcorn. 
Elizabeth Sheppard without a pot of Kraft Dinner on the stove. 
Cheryl Smith in a serious mood. 
Kmta Smith without Connie. 
Annette Stagg not whistling down the hall. 
Andrew Stuckless without a quick retort. 
Bonita Templeman not eating French Fries. 
Rhonda Thornhill pursuing her music career . . . in heavy metal. 
Lua Tobin not fighting with Andrew. 
Carolyn Turner without Sid. 
Cynthia Upshall not travelling to Halifax for the weekend. 
Joanne Vey not being able to party. 
Dana Viguers without Launa. 
Launa Wakelin not shopping for clothes. 
Anne Whitehorse being talkative. 
Anita Williams having to pay long dutance to call home. 
Gayle Woodland not sleeping. 
Susan Yetman not worrying. 
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BEST WISHES FOR A LONG AND HAPPY LIFE TOGETHER 
Tracy and Glen 
March 6, 1993 
Carolyn and Sydney 
July 24, 1992 
Jackie and Kenny 
Nov. 1, 1992 
Beverley and Peter 
November 23, 1991 
. "' ( 
Andrew and Beverley 
December 20, 1990 
CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE CLASS OF 1993 
Our Nursing Career 
We 're here with our friends now 
The life that we know 
Our past years have taught us 
To learn and to grow 
But soon we must go out 
And be on our own 
To care for the people; to live life together 
And not alone. 
Chorus: 
And we 're all in each other's hearts 
As time grows closer we know we must part 
We are the caring; the helpful 
And we 're all friends 
But as we start our new life there comes an end 
Good-bye to friendships we'll never forget 
But we'll do our best work 
We'll show that we care 
The future is calling to us can't you hear 
We'll go out with courage 
We'll go out with knowledge 
Our nursing career. 
Repeat Chorus 
Written & Performed By: 
Annette Stagg 
Class of '93 
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Friends for a Lifetime 
Time passes, people change 
They come and go in their own way 
Now I know that our time is now 
We started out long ago 
We were small and we were slow 
Now we've grown and it's time to say good-bye 
But we'll be friends until the day we die. 
We recall the good and bad 
We recall the fun and sad 
Look at us now, we all have a smile 
All these memories will be with us for a while. 
Through the years we've faced our fears 
Saw our dreams and wiped our tears 
This is the day to send us our way 
Into the world where we'll stay. 
Dreams will come and dreams will go 
We'll think we're fighting this world alone 
Maybe some day we'll unite again 
We'll be as one 'cause we're all friends. 
The trip was hard, the time was long 
But we'll all soon be gone 
We'll come and go our own separate ways 
But in time we'll look upon these days 
And see the love that came our way. 
·-
THURSDAY, JUNE 17TH, 1993 
Walking in as proud as can be. 
Preparing to enter for our turn, at last! 
A group of songbirds from our class. 
Thank-you to the Class of '95 for decorating the gym 
for us. 
Basking in our glory! 
Cindy don't want to stop for a picture!! 
< 
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Enjoying a good meal - thankx!! 
Thank you to the hospital dietary staff for seroing 
the meal, and to the hospital for providing the 
meal. 
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FRIDAY, JUNE 18, 1993 
''As I stand proud, a nursing graduate 
wearing a ring and black band ... '' 
The Salvation Army 
Grace General Hospital 
School of Nursing 
St. John's, Newfoundland 
SIXTY-EIGHTH 
GRADUATION OF NURSES 
ARTS AND CULTURE CENTRE 
PRINCE PHILIP DRIVE 
FRIDAY, JUNE 18, 1993 
AT 8:00 P.M. 
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''In full knowledge of the obligations 
I am undertaking I promise to care for 
the sick with all the skill and understand-
ing I possess without regard to race, 
creed, colour, politics, or social status 
sparing no effort to conserve life to 
alleviate suffering and to promote health. 
I will respect at all times the dignity 
and religious beliefs of the patients under 
my care holding in confidence all per-
sonal information entrusted to me and re-
fraining from any action which might 
endanger life or health. 
I will endeavour to . keep my profes-
sional knowledge and skill at the highest 
level and to give loyal support and co-op~ 
eration to all members of the health 
team. 
I will do my utmost to honour the in-
ternational code of nursing ethics and to 
uphold the integrity of the professional 
nurse.'' 
• 
- ..... 
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VALEDICTORY 
- 1993 
Your Honours, Mrs. Chairman, Clergy, Invited Guests, Family, Friends and Fellow Graduates. 
I would like to thank you all for coming out this evening and sharing in this very special occasion. 
Well colleagues, our time has f9mally come! It's our celebration! We have anticipated this moment for three 
long years. Yet the time has slipped quickly by, and so here before you on the stage tonight are 63 proud grad-
uates of the Salvation Army Grace General Hospital's class of 1993. Sixty-three shimmering grads, all in crisp 
uniforms, with black band and diploma; an honourable scene. All unique individuals and quite distinctive, yet 
sharing in a common background which can never be forgotten. Fate and determination has landed us here, and 
we all feel and share in the same sense of accomplishment and pride. 
Let us now reflect back to the time of September 1990. We so humbly assembled in the school auditorium; 
a group of strangers. Little did we realize that here, three years later, we would have formed the most intimate 
and binding friendships of all time. Many feelings and emotions have been encountered by each of us since that 
time. We've had the apprehensive moments, when we were all getting to know one another. The intense moments 
of our £91.rst exam. The uneasy moments of our £91.rst actual patient interaction. Then, as £91.rst year drew to a close, 
we were feeling a little more comfortable as classmates. We had gotten a taste of nursing school, and eagerly 
awaited the opportunity to return as second year student nurses. We were also beginning to realize that nursing 
care not only involved meeting the biological needs of a client, but also involved seeing their social, cultural, 
spiritual and psychological needs as well. 
August 1991 then marked the beginning of our second school year. This was to be a year of overwhelming 
moments due to the heavy course load and clinical demands. Lest we forget the care plans, medication quizzes, 
and the endless number of hours spent on preparation. Just when we thought Mondays were difficult along came 
Tuesdays, which meant patient assignment. But although the work seemed endless at the time, we acquired many 
skills and set down a base of knowledge from which we are now able to draw upon. So, after six exhausting ro-
tations, came the completion of second year. And at last, we moved into the Fall of 1992. Entering our third 
year was a very big step. We discovered we had overnight assumed the role of a nurse, as a nurse interne. The 
concept in itself was both exciting and frustrating. It brought us the introduction of twelve hour shifts, and an 
increasing degree of independence and confidence. The year's experience better enabled us to continuously de-
liver high quality care to both the client and the family. The hours of care we provided were guided by consid-
eration for the well being, dignity and liberty of our clients. 
So, the independence of working as a health team member, while still learning on a daily basis, has lead to 
our new position of Graduate Nurses. 
The reality of our dream has f9mally come true, and there are many people whom we have to thank. First, a 
thank you to the Salvation Army Grace General Hospital, its administration, staff and clergy. You have instilled 
within us an excellent model of caring and compassion for the sick. Although the Grace Hospital has been our 
home base, many other institutions have contributed their learning resources so that our nursing education has 
encompassed as much of the health care system as possible. These include the Charles A. Janeway Child Health 
Centre, Waterford Hospital, St. Clare's Mercy Hospital, General Hospital, and Glenbrook Lodge. Valuable Com- · 
munity Health experience was provided by Gander and District Continuing Care Board, Baie V erte Peninsual 
Health Care Centre, Green Bay Health Care Centre, and Grenfull Regional Health Services. 
Thank you to the instructors who have provided us with the many hours of teaching, both classroom and clinical. 
You have supplied us with a knowledge base on which we will continue to build and from which we will continue 
to grow. You have ensured that the care we provide to our patients is holistic, competent and ethical. 
Thank you to the residence receptionists for making us feel comfortable in our home away from home. · 
Thank you to all the r1.rst and second year students for your many hours of support and encouragement. You 
are very much an important factor in the evolvement of our health care system. 
To the Class of 1994; you are nearing your interne year. It will cor:te and go quickly, before you realize. Best 
wishes to you in your third year, as it is the best year. Enjoy your time together. 
To the Class of 1995; The two year road ahead of you may seem long, hut don't let that discourage you. The 
years will pass quickly by. Enjoy your time together, he determined with your studies, and you will he successful. 
Most importantly, thank you to the many family and friends who have supported and encouraged us over the 
past three years. Although as classmates we have become very close, and shared in some of the most personal 
experiences, it has been the love of family and friends that has encouraged us when times seemed difficult and 
overbearing. Thank you for the sacrifices, for listening to our complaints, and attempting to understand our fru-
strations. Thanks, we love you. 
Finally, a thank-you to my fellow classmates. We've stood by one another through frustrating times, laughed 
together in happy times, and celebrated with each triumphant step along the way. We have grown together; we 
no longer are strangers. Instead we are individuals who share an everlasting bond. Although we will soon he sep-
arating and pursuing the rest of our lives, we have very fond memories and friendships that will never fade. In 
our hearts and minds we will always remain together ..• We are the Graduate Nurses of 1993!! 
To conclude, I would like to read to you all a poem entitled "Reflections." It reads: 
Reflections 
I was thinking hack to my high school days, 
And how nursing had entered my mind. 
I thought of the caps and the treatment trays, 
And the letters "R.N." I would someday sign. 
I thought of the uniforms white as can he, 
And the pin with letters engraved. 
Yet, how could I know, or how could I see, 
That nursing's a road that you paved. 
It isn't just your name; it isn't your looks, 
Or your voice, or your hair, or your eyes. 
It isn't just marks, or it isn't just hooks, 
Or the early hours you rise. 
It's the smile a patient has when you're done, 
It's the "thank you" he gives for his life. 
It's the cry of the newborn as he becomes one 
Of this great world and its strife. 
It's the mother whose family awaits her return, 
It's the father who's too young to die. 
It's the ''big" and the "little" things that you learn. 
It's the many times you ask "Why?'' 
It isn't the cap hut the head underneath. 
It's not the black band or the high honoured seat. 
It's the heart that you give with all this. 
Rawnie Funk Gordon, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
To my graduating Class of 1993, the best of luck and much success in your future endeavours, both per-
sonal and professional. 
Thank you. 
Joanne Vey 
Valedictorian 1993 
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A WARD WINNERS 
, 
BACK ROW: Gayle Woodland, Dr. Pollicof Memorial Award, Frank Tooton Memorial Award, and Salva-
tion Army Grace General Hospital School of Nursing Alumni Scholarship; Andrew Stuckless, The G.H. Bolt 
Award; Andrea Drover, The Pharmaceutical Supplies Scholarship. 
CENTRE: Karen Acreman, School of Nursing Faculty Award for Leadership; Tracy (Butler) Pardy, The 
Dr. J.B. O'Reilly Memorial Award; Corrine Bussey, The Ruby Crane Memorial Scholarship; Joanne Breen, 
The Dr. J. V. Coyle Memorial Scholarship, The Association of Registered Nurses of Newfoundland Award, 
and School of Nursing Faculty Award for Leadership. 
FRONT: Barbara Horo;ood, The Chesley A. Pippy Award, The Nursing Seroice Administration Award, and 
School of Nursing Alumni Scholarship; Tina Cooper, The Joy (Dawe) Grimes Memorial Award; Lisa Dawe, 
The Sharon (Hodder) Mason Memorial Award, and The Craig David Adey Memorial Scholarship; Beverley 
(Pollard) Lethbridge, The Janeway Hospital Prize for Paediatrics; Lisa Rosado, The Ina Bonnell Winsor 
Memorial Scholarship. 
Friday morning practice; after 
Thursday Night!! 
Milling about, before our entry. 
_,_, 
,.] 
l 
Laura, and Lori at Residence 
Doesn't Anna look formal already!! 
Denise, Lorie-Ann, Joanne, and Bonita. 
Anita, Cynthia, Lisa, and Glenys 
This photo came to the year-
book with this caption!! 
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Dinner at Swiss Chalet after the Ceremony. Gayle and little bro, Dave Lisa and Donna 
There Lisa, your Dad will see 
his sign!! 
Andrew, Shawn, and Rob. 
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June, Carolyn, Joanne, and Laurie 
Let the party begin! 
Darlene, Carol and buddy Peggi 
"Those 
who achieve 
Success 
are those 
who take a 
DREAM 
and make it 
come true. '' 
' 'Give to the world 
the best you have, 
and the best 
will come to you'' 
The talent of success 
is nothing more 
than doing what you can 
do well, and doing well 
whatever you can do. 
Long Fellow 
83 
19TH, 1993 
Decorating the 
room, the 
• morning 
before!! 
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Special Thank you to Mrs. Janis for performing 
the duties of Master of Ceremonies for our night. 
Class of '93. 
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FRIDAY, JULY 23, 1993 
Our Final Day!!! 
.,  
........ -~.;:·«· 
I ' 
Special Thank you to the hospital 
for providing our break/ ast. 
Class of '93 
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FRIDAY ]ULY23, 1993 
Our Last Class Party, 
Jungle Jim's, Downtown. 
Karen Brown 
I53 Cumberland Cres. 
St. John's, NF. 
AIB 3M4 
Connie Butler 
PO Box I70 
St. Marys SMB., NF 
AOB 3BO 
Tina Cooper 
26 Jamieson Avenue 
Grand Bank, NF 
AOE IWO 
Stephanie Day 
Old Shop, T.B. NF 
AOB 2WO 
Corrine Bussey 
Cupids, C.B., NF 
AOA 2BO 
Lisa Butler 
I 0 Jackman Drive 
Mount Pearl, NF 
AIN 2J7 
Lori Cranford 
PO Box II4I 
Botwood, NF 
AOH IEO 
Glenys Diamond 
PO Box 3I 
Change Islands, NF. 
AOG IRO 
Karen Lynn Acreman 
P.O. Box I96 
Baie V erte, NF 
AOK IBO 
Leslie Anderson 
PO Box 302 Stn B 
Happy Valley, LB 
AOP IEO 
Denise Barrett 
PO Box 335 
Spaniard's Bay, NF 
AOA 3XO 
Joanne Breen 
36 Guzzwell Drive 
St. John's, NF 
AIA 3VI 
Joanne Bussey 
PO Box I36 
Port de Grave, NF 
AOA 3JO 
Tracy (Butler) Pardy 
PO Box 2I9 
Bonavista, NF 
AOC IBO 
Kerry Russell 
PO Box 35 
Bonavista, NF 
AOC IBO 
Andrea Drover 
Upper Island Cove, NF 
AOA 4EO 
Robert Adams 
3 Carson Avenue 
St. John's, NF 
AIE IR9 
June Baker 
P.O. Box 34I 
Harbour Breton, NF 
AOH IPO 
Laura Beck 
PO Box 6I5 
St. Lawrence, NF 
AOE 2VO 
Denise Brown 
PO Box II9 
La Scie, White Bay, NF 
AOK 3MO 
Beverley Butler 
PO Box 496 
Foxtrap, C.B.S, NF 
AOA 2JO 
Shawn Cooper 
PO Box 274 
Fortune, NF 
AOE IPO 
Lisa Dawe 
PO Box 296 
Long Pond, Manuels, NF 
AOA 2YO 
Ferne Dyke 
PO Box 67 
Lewins Cove, NF 
AOE 2GO 
Jodine Gill 
39 Whiteley Drive 
Mount Pearl, NF 
AIN 2P7 
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Lori Green Barbara Horwood Laurie Keeping Lori Kelly 
PO Box 5 PO Box 352 PO Box I42 I4I Waterford Bridge 
Old Perlican, T.B., NF Topsail, NF Ramea, NF Road 
AOA 3GO AOA 3YO AOM INO St. John's, NF 
Paulette Lane Darlene Leslie Lorie Ann Lunnen AIE IC7 
Tilting, Fogo District, NF. I 0 Jane Heights PO Box 942 Jackie (Manuel) Lear 
AOG 4HO St. John's, NF Marystown, NF 3 I 7 Viking Crescent 
Donna Mavin AIC 5K8 AOE 2MO 
Lab. City, LB 
A2V IR6 
PO Box 40 Lisa Mercer Carol Moores 
Fortune, NF 35I Blackmarsh Road 7 Lewisporte Place Melanie Norman 
AOE IPO St. John's, NF St. John's, NF PO Box 366 
Joan Norris AIE IT3 AIE 5T3 Churchall Falls, LB AOR IAO I 6 Woodford Place Anna Oliver Stephanie Peckford 
Mount Pearl, NF PO Box I03 8 Oxen Pond Place Gloria Penney 
AIN 2S2 Gull Island, CB., NF St. John's, NF Horwood, NF 
Beverley (Pollard) AOA IMO AIB 4EI AOG 2TO 
Lethbridge Gina Quinn Cindy Russell Geraldine Ryall 
Box II8I Tobins Road, Manuels, NF General Delivery 24a Ferryland Street 
Lewisporte, NF AOA 2YO Glovertown, NF St. John's, NF 
AOG 3AO Cheryl Smith AOG 2MO Annette Stagg 
Elizabeth Sheppard Red Harbour, P.B. NF Krista Smith PO Box 3 
PO Box II5 AOE 2RO PO Box 2I Little Catalina, NF 
Spaniard's Bay, NF Andrew Stuckless Come By Chance, NF AOC IWO AOA 3XO AOB INO 22 Cartier Crescent Rhonda Templeman 
Carolyn (Strickland) Lower Sackville, NS Bonita Templeman PO Box 7I4 
Turner B4C 3K7 PO Box 7I4 Bonavista, NF 
PO Box 67 Cynthia Upshall Bonavista, NF AOC IBO Hermitage, NF AOC IBO Little Harbour East, NF Dana Viguers AOH ISO AOB 2HO Joanne Vey I Oa Murley Drive 
Lisa Tobin Anita Williams PO Box I03 Mount Pearl, NF. I 5 7 Topsail Road Hillview, NF AIN 3P3 PO Box I8 St. John's, NF AIC 5A9 Bay Bulls, NF Susan Yetman AIE 2B2 AOA ICO Gayle Woodland I 6 Trepassey Place 
Launa W akelin PO Box 45 St. John's, NF 
PO Box 20I2 Greenspond, NF AIE 4BI 
Fort Nelson, BC AOG 2NO Anne Whitehorne voe IRO 2 I I Blackmarsh Rd. 
Lisa Rosado Apt 4I4 St. John's, NF 
88 Newfoundland Drive 
St. John's, NF 
AIA 3L8 
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This page is dedicated to those 
whose picture is not found in this 
yearbook. We tried but even the 
best of us fail now and then. 
To avoid disappointment we give 
you this page on which to glue 
any picture of yourself. 
Regretfully Yours, 
Yearbook Committee 
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HONOUR PATRONS 
We gratefully acknowledge the support of the following people: 
Lambe's Take-out and Games Arcade St. Lawrence 
Brenda Critch 
Jim Aide Fresh Meats and Vegetables (834-4289) 
Association of Registered Nurses of Newfoundland 
Bursey Marine Seroices Ltd., Mt. Pearl 
Smith and Company, The Goulds 
Peter Pan Sales, Donavon's 
K and K Convenience, 85 Bond Street 
N.F.L.D. Containers, Donavon's 
Taj Mahal Restaurant, St. John's 
Hi-Tech Scales Ltd., Manuels 
Dr. E. Sharpe 
Dr. M. Bautista 
~ONG 
G 
T he Association of Registered Nurses of Newfoundland (ARNN) 
looks forward to assisting you as you 
enter the challenging profession of 
nursing. The ARNN is the licensing 
and regulatory body for the nurses of 
our province. The ARNN promotes 
public safety by setting and furthering 
the standards of nursing education and 
practice. We provide a range of 
services and support tor our memt?ers 
including: advice on-practice issues; 
continuing education teleconferences; 
legal assistance and advice; a 
reference library; and promotion of the 
nursing profession. 
On behalf of our 5,700 members we 
welcome you to the nursing profession 
and wish you well in your career 
endeavours. 
LATIONS 
TES! 
Nurses: Health Care's 
Most Valuable Resource 
ASSOCIATION OF 
REGISTERED NURSES 
OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
55 Military Road, P.O. Box 6116 
St. John's, NF, A 1 C 5X8 
Tel: (709) 753-6040 
Fax: (709) 753-4940 
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AUTOGRAPHS 




